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General & Company News

Intermediary Insurance Services, Inc. and ASG Risk Management Combine Operations

MyHealthGuide Source: Companion Life Insurance Company, 4/3/2020

Columbia, SC -- Companion Life Insurance Company and its affiliates, Intermediary Insurance Services,
Inc. (IISI) and ASG Risk Management, (ASG) are excited to announce that IISI and ASG are combining
all business operations effective immediately. Led by President Chris Hutton, the combined
organization will operate and market under the IISI brand.

Jon Anderson, Companion Life’s vice president and chief strategy officer, stop loss division, said,  “We
constantly look for ways to improve the experience of our policyholder, producer and TPA clients. We
know that the key to achieving that goal is allocating resources efficiently and effectively. We believe
combining IISI and ASG into a single organization puts us in the best position to deliver stop loss
solutions that meet the unique needs of current and prospective clients.”

Chris Hutton, IISI’s president, agreed. “Our 37-year history in the stop loss marketplace will be
strengthened by the addition of key operations and sales talent from ASG. Further, ASG’s strong
presence in complementary markets will expand IISI’s national footprint.”

About Companion Life

Headquartered in Columbia, Companion Life has specialized in employee benefits since 1971. The
company markets life, dental, disability, accident, specialty health — including medical stop-loss, limited
benefit health plans and group supplemental retiree prescription drug plans — as well as other
insurance programs, through a network of independent agents and brokers, general agents and
managing general underwriters. Companion Life is licensed in 49 states and the District of Columbia. It
holds an AM Best Rating of A+ (Superior). Contact Jon Anderson, Vice President|Chief Strategy Officer
Stop Loss, at JON.ANDERSON@companiongroup.com and visit www.CompanionLife.com.

About Intermediary Insurance Services, Inc.

Founded in 1983 and acquired by Companion in 2009, IISI is a full service provider of medical stop loss
products for self-funded employer groups. IISI’s broad product portfolio includes specific and aggregate
stop loss with specific advance, aggregate accommodation, terminal liability, and no-laser renewal
options. It is also an industry leader in the Reference Based Pricing space. IISI is headquartered in San
Francisco, CA. Visit www.iisinet.com.

About ASG Risk Management

ASG has been a reliable and experienced partner for TPAs and brokers seeking professionally managed
self-funded insurance options since 2003. Acquired by Companion in 2012, ASG’s knowledgeable staff
has provided first-class service and stop loss product solutions to employers across the country.

Top

EHNAC Announces Launch of Privacy and Security Toolkit for TPAs and Self-funded Employers

MyHealthGuide Source: The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC),
4/7/2020

FARMINGTON, CT – The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC), a non-
profit standards development organization and accrediting body for organizations that electronically
exchange healthcare data, today announced the addition of new Privacy and Security Toolkit. The new
offering provides stakeholders with detailed analysis and reports to measure, track and demonstrate an
organization’s compliance across mandated privacy and security regulations.

“From EHNAC accreditation to HITRUST and SOC certification, and now with the addition of the Privacy
and Security Toolkit, EHNAC continues to expand its offerings to new stakeholders across healthcare
and related sectors,” said Lee Barrett, executive director and chief executive officer of EHNAC. “The
new toolkit, which includes HIPAA/HITECH privacy, security, cybersecurity, breach and enforcement,
makes privacy and security compliance and best practice guidance more accessible and affordable to
organizations of all sizes.”

"This tool is a perfect fit for third-party administrators and the self-funding community as a low cost
solution to a formal accreditation/certification program," added Barrett.

Available in two versions – one designed for organizations subject to HIPAA/HITECH as a Business
Associate and the second specifically customized for employers who sponsor Group Health Plans – the
EHNAC Privacy and Security Toolkit includes a comprehensive set of policies, procedures, forms, best
practices and compliance tools which can be customized by individual organizations. In addition, the
EHNAC Privacy and Security Toolkit includes two hours of senior-level, individualized consulting
assistance.

In mid-2019, the Office for Civil Rights clarified the applicable liability for Business Associates as it
relates to Privacy requirements. As a result, EHNAC has developed templates, Risk Assessment
materials, draft privacy and security policies and procedures, and other compliance related tools that
have been updated to reflect the privacy component and aid in HIPAA/HITECH/Cybersecurity
compliance specific to the needs of the Business Associate. The Group Health plans (GHP) version
provides templates, draft policies and procedures, and other compliance-related resource materials to
aid in the specific compliance needs of GHP organizations. The sample Gap Analysis and Risk
Assessment materials, policies and procedures include language and sample scenarios that are also
customized to the unique business model experienced by the HIPAA GHP type of covered entity.

The toolkit materials have been aligned with all EHNAC programs for those organizations desiring to
gain EHNAC program accreditation as well. Gaining accreditation is a separate process, but one which
requires an organization to have in place the policies, procedures and compliance documentation which
can be prepared with the aid of the Privacy and Security toolkit.

For more information on EHNAC’s Privacy and Security Toolkit, visit https://www.ehnac.org/privacy-and-
security-toolkit/

About EHNAC

The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC) is a voluntary, self-governing
standards development organization (SDO) established to develop standard criteria and accredit
organizations that electronically exchange healthcare data. These entities include accountable care
organizations, data registries, electronic health networks, EPCS vendors, e-prescribing solution
providers, financial services firms, health information exchanges, health information service providers,
management service organizations, medical billers, outsourced service providers, payers, practice
management system vendors, third-party administrators and trusted networks. The Commission is an
authorized HITRUST CSF Assessor, making it the only organization with the ability to provide both
EHNAC accreditation and HITRUST CSF certification.

EHNAC was founded in 1993 and is a tax-exempt 501(c)(6) nonprofit organization. Guided by peer
evaluation, the EHNAC accreditation process promotes quality service, innovation, cooperation and
open competition in healthcare. Visit www.ehnac.org, contact info@ehnac.org, and follow us on Twitter,
LinkedIn and YouTube.

Top

Benefits Science Technologies Launches Advanced COVID-19 Modeling Tools for Self-funded
Health Plans

MyHealthGuide Source: Benefits Science Technologies (BST) via PRweb, 4/10/2020

BBOSTON -- Benefits Science Technologies (BST) has released a modeling tool that projects the
financial impact COVID-19 will have on self-funded health plans. Utilizing its industry-leading predictive
and prescriptive analytics, and led by Chief Actuary Mike Morrow, Benefits Science has developed a
Cash Flow Impact Model (available at http://www.benefitsscience.com) that allows users to tailor
scenarios to their populations under various assumptions, such as severity of infection rates, longevity of
the crisis, and percentage of services deferred to future months. The tool provides an important first step
in helping employers plan for future health plan cost changes.

“Nobody can predict exactly how long this epidemic will last or how many people will be affected,” said
Stephen Sofoul, MBA, CEO & President, “As the disease progresses and treatments are better known,
cost projections will shift. This tool provides employers and their consultants with an easy way to model
multiple scenarios – in order to understand the potential range of results.”

For employers with self-funded health plans, these challenges include some potentially large changes in
expected claims for the remainder of 2020, and likely beyond. Claims are expected to increase as
members seek testing and treatment for the disease at urgent care facilities, emergency rooms, and
inpatient hospitals. However, some plans will experience lower than expected claims for a period as
elective procedures are put on hold or abandoned. BST’s interactive tool shows the impact of COVID-19
under different scenarios, providing the expected change to both incurred and paid claims costs when
measured against the budgeted cost. This helps employers plan for these cost changes.

BST’s Data Science and Actuarial Science teams have developed additional tools to help better score
risk and optimize plan design factoring these unprecedented new conditions.

About Benefits Science Technologies

BST provides data analytics software/analysis to help manage the risk of self-funded health plans. Plan
holders improve their connection to data, empowering optimal decisions to control costs, and improve
the quality of care for plan members. The company distributes these capabilities to employers directly,
through brokers/consultants, or by association with carriers (stop-loss and voluntary benefits providers),
benefits administrators, professional employer organizations, third party administrators, pharmacy
benefit managers, and/or cost-containment providers.

Founded in 2012, the company is recognized as a world-leading research and applied science team,
developing advanced analytics and robust optimization methodology for complex health insurance
decisions. Our mission is to improve health outcomes while lowering costs by helping our clients
uncover the details of their health plan - and providing actionable insights along with outcome
predictions for the recommended decisions. Our strategy is to build world-class solutions based on
cutting-edge scientific insights.  Visit benefitsscience.com.
Top

Centivo Launches New Health Plan Solution for Self-funded Health Plans

MyHealthGuide Source: Centivo via PRNewswire, 4/9/2020 

NEW YORK -- Centivo launched its new self-funded health plan solution, which is built to save 15
percent or more compared to traditional health plans and is easy to use for the employer and the
employee.

The solution provides plan options for employees, including low-cost, primary care-based models to help
them navigate the health care system and guide patients to the right specialists and facilities. Centivo
does this by using advanced analytics to build cost-effective networks directly with high-quality health
systems and independent practice partners. The solution will initially be available in three markets —
Metro New York, Orlando, and Jacksonville — with additional markets to be added over the course of
the year. Centivo also partners with employers and their advisors to implement custom local network
solutions in other markets.

"Rising health care costs are an ever-increasing burden for employers, and so far, the answer to
addressing them has simply been to shift more and more of the cost to employees with high-deductible
health plans," said Centivo CEO Ashok Subramanian. "Centivo delivers an entirely new approach to
employer-sponsored health plans that eliminates the deductible, gives members a dedicated primary
care team to navigate their care, and verifiably lowers costs for employers and employees by partnering
closely with high-performing health systems in local markets. We're thrilled to be launching Centivo in
Metro New York, Orlando, and Jacksonville to bring lower-cost, easy-to-use health care to the modern
American workforce and their families." 

With Centivo, employers are able to implement a single health plan administrator that provides a range
of network and benefit options to best meet the needs of their diverse workforce. In order to most
effectively lower costs, employees have an option in which they coordinate their care through their
selected primary care team in exchange for free primary care and simple, predictable copays for all
other care, meaning employees have fewer out-of-pocket expenses and save hundreds of dollars per
year. In the launch markets, anchor health systems and independent practice partners will work with
Centivo to deliver care to members. These health systems and practice partners include: Mount Sinai
Health System and ProHealth in New York, Orlando Health in Orlando, and others. Employees can
choose the unique Centivo plan with Centivo's proprietary network or a more traditional health plan
option accessing a Cigna national network*, all administered by Centivo.

Centivo's entry into New York and Florida follows a successful pilot program in 2019. Early results from
that program found emergency room visits decreased 30 percent, routine primary care visits increased
23 percent, and preventive care visits increased 64 percent, compared to the previous year without
Centivo.

"Orlando Health is one of the most cost effective, high quality health care providers in the nation," said
Michael Stubee, assistant vice president of managed care for Orlando Health. "So, when we were
offered the opportunity to be part of a plan that works closely with employers to align incentives with
providers and deliver better health care, we knew we found a partner in Centivo that recognizes our
strengths and shares our vision."

An alternative to traditional insurance carriers or third-party administrators, Centivo offers the technology,
network, claims processing, customer support, and population health management to fully administer an
employer's health benefits. The Centivo member experience is supported by concierge phone support
and the Centivo app and portal, which helps members choose a primary care physician, easily manage
their referrals, and view claim details and a personalized history of care.

About Centivo

Centivo is a new type of health plan solution that's built to save 15 percent or more compared to
traditional insurance carriers and is easy to use for employers and employees. Centivo's mission is to
bring lower cost, higher quality health care to the millions of people in the United States who struggle to
pay their health care bills. Centivo uses advanced analytics to build high-quality, cost-effective networks
directly with health systems and independent practice partners, and then empowers primary care teams
to serve as the center of the health care experience. Members coordinate their care through their
selected primary care team in exchange for free primary care and simple, predictable copays for all
other care. An alternative to traditional insurance carriers or third-party administrators, Centivo offers the
technology, network, claims processing, customer support, and population health management to fully
administer an employer's health benefits. Headquartered in New York City, Centivo is backed by Bain
Capital Ventures, Maverick Ventures, Bessemer Venture Partners, Ingleside Investors, Rand Capital,
Grand Central Tech Ventures, and Oxeon Investments. Visit www.centivo.com.

*Centivo accesses three Cigna networks: the Cigna Open Access Plus (OAP) network for Shared
Administration, the Cigna PPO network for Shared Administration, and the Cigna LocalPlus® network.
The Cigna OAP, PPO and LocalPlus networks refer to the health care providers (doctors, hospitals,
specialists) contracted as part of each network. Centivo is an independent company and not an affiliate
of Cigna. Any Cigna products and services are provided exclusively by or through operating subsidiaries
of Cigna Corporation, including Cigna Health and Life Insurance Company. The Cigna name and other
Cigna marks are owned by Cigna Intellectual Property, Inc.
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Health Portal Solutions “Mobile”izes Online Enrollment

MyHealthGuide Source: Health Portal Solutions, 3/20/2020

San Antonio, TX – Health Portal Solutions, a provider of integrated web portals for healthcare Payers
and Employers, announces the release of its next generation, mobile-optimized online enrollment
solution.

Health Portal Solutions’ new online enrollment software release is in response to increasing market
demands for mobile-based access and management of personal healthcare. Designed for greater
convenience and intuitive enrollment experiences, this enhanced solution offers several advantages for
insurance plan members.

The online enrollment is built with responsive design, automatically resizing to whatever screen size the
member is using. The new design better addresses how members make enrollment decisions and
facilitates easy benefits enrollment with spouses at home. Members can also use their device to take a
picture of required documents for their enrollment submission.

While the Health Portal Solutions’ online enrollment solution has always offered rules-based display of
coverage options, this newest release greatly optimizes the online workflow and user experience.
Members now benefit from the pre-population of beneficiary details in life and disability elections,
intelligent population of effective dates, and automated notifications about changes in the enrollment
status.

To further aid Healthcare Payers and Employers in managing and driving health plan enrollment, this
tool comes paired with an Enrollment Status Report. This allows Payers and Employers to stay informed
about which members have successfully enrolled and which need reminders or help with completing
their enrollment.

For Healthcare Payers and Employers, Health Portal Solutions’ mobile enrollment tool offers robust,
customizable business rules to make the enrollment experience targeted to each user. It also provides a
high degree of scalability to accommodate the addition of new business units, plans, or ancillary
products. It can be leveraged for annual open enrollment, new hire enrollment, adds/deletes/changes,
and can be configured uniquely for each Employer’s needs.

Health Portal Solutions was formed to solve common operational challenges faced by employee benefit
administrators. Starting as the small IT department of a benefit management company, it sprouted out
from its parent company to offer the same solutions to the greater, global audience of Healthcare Payers
and Employers.

“Our objective has always been to help Healthcare Payers and Employers streamline their benefit
management operations. By helping them increase business productivity, this will result in better service
for the individual plan participants,” said Health Portal Solutions President & CEO, James Burkholder.
“Our next generation online enrollment tool is a tool for us to raise the bar of efficiency for our clients
while providing members a greater degree of convenience and usability.”

After 20 years of business, Health Portal Solutions will continue investing in innovative software
solutions to enhance the operations of Healthcare Payers and Employers.

About Health Portal Solutions

Health Portal Solutions – a provider of custom, integrated web portals – saves Employers and Payers
time and money by consolidating insurance, benefits, wellness, and other healthcare details into a single
portal. Hundreds of companies trust HPS to organize their disparate data and vendors into a private
labeled portal that helps them communicate and manage benefit programs for more than 10 million end-
users. Contact Jenny Wan at marketing@HPSGlobal.net, 855-414-1014 and visit  hpsglobal.net.

Top

H.H.C. Group Updates Claims Processing Database for COVID-19 Testing Claims

MyHealthGuide Source: H.H.C. Group, 4/16/2020

H.H.C. Group announced that its claims processing database has been updated to include recently
issued HCPCS codes and reimbursement rates related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Local Medicare
Administrative Coordinators (MACs) are responsible for developing the payment amount for claims they
receive for these newly created HCPCS codes and the CPT codes in their respective jurisdictions until
Medicare establishes national payment rates in the Clinical Laboratory Fee Schedule. H.H.C. Group
continues to monitor the latest developments issued by CMS in order to stay on top of all updates
related to COVID-19 and associated specimen collection and testing. 

About H.H.C. Group 

H.H.C. Group provides containment solutions for Insurers, Third Party Administrators, Self-Insured
Employee Health Plans, Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs), ERISA and Government Health
Plans. H.H.C. Group utilizes a combination of highly skilled professionals and advanced information
technology tools to consistently deliver targeted solutions, significant savings and exceptional client
service.

H.H.C. Group's services include Claim Negotiation, Claim Repricing, Medicare Based Pricing, DRG
Validation, Medical Bill Review (Audit), Claims Editing, Medical Peer Reviews/Independent Reviews,
Independent Medical Examinations (IME), and Pharmacy Consulting. H.H.C. Group is an URAC
accredited Independent Review Organization for Internal and External Reviews. Contact Bob Serber at
rserber@hhcgroup.com, 301-963-0762 ext. 163 and visit www.hhcgroup.com.

Top

The Phia Group Announces Webinar: Reasons for Optimism and Podcast: COVID-19: Studies on
Treatment Costs & Industry Impact

MyHealthGuide Source: The Phia Group, 4/17/2020

Webinar Title: Reasons for Optimism

Description: Together we are all enduring common trials. It is certainly one of the most difficult periods
in our history – as an industry and as Americans; and yet, opportunities exist. Both presently, and
heading down the pike, there are reasons for optimism. Join The Phia Group on Thursday, April 23 at
1:00 PM EST, as they discuss the many GOOD and POSITIVE things that have both improved our
industry since the end of 2019, and that are on the way. We will discuss opportunities that exist now, that
are forthcoming, and why we foresee YOU flourishing post-COVID-19. Link for Webinar.  

Podcast Title: COVID-19: Studies on Treatment Costs & Industry Impact

Description: Join Attorneys Brady Bizarro and Jennifer McCormick as they discuss some of the
latest studies on the potential cost of COVID-19 treatment for self-funded plans, the projected impact on
employer-sponsored insurance, and how they think this pandemic could change the industry. Link for
Podcast.

About The Phia Group

The Phia Group, LLC, headquartered in Braintree, Massachusetts, is an experienced provider of health
care cost containment techniques offering comprehensive claims recovery, plan document and
consulting services designed to control health care costs and protect plan assets. By providing industry
leading consultation, plan drafting, subrogation and other cost containment solutions, The Phia Group is
truly Empowering Plans. Visit www.PhiaGroup.com.

Top

People News

Stephen Manzelli Joins AMPS as SVP of Regional Sales

MyHealthGuide Source: Advanced Medical Pricing Solutions (AMPS), 4/15/2020

ATLANTA – Advanced Medical Pricing Solutions (AMPS), the pioneer in cost containment for the self-
insurance industry, today announced that 30-year health insurance veteran Stephen Manzelli has
joined the organization as senior vice president of regional sales. 

In this role, Mr. Manzelli will manage and support the AMPS regional sales team across the U.S. In
addition he will be responsible for providing an efficient cross-sales support mechanism between his
team and the AMPS enterprise sales team, as well as creating new enterprise sales opportunities in
market segments such as health systems and Association Health Plans (AHPs). 

“I have known and worked with members of the AMPS team for more than a decade, so I have seen
first-hand what they bring to the industry,” said Mr. Manzelli. “The cost of healthcare continues to
skyrocket at unsustainable levels, and we need innovative solutions to help alleviate the problem. AMPS
has a relevant, focused cost management solution set and approach that makes sense for a wide range
of customers. I’m looking forward to working with the team and am happy to be joining such a dynamic,
professional organization.” 

Mr. Manzelli comes to AMPS after serving as CEO of SSMMC, where he was responsible for overseeing
the consulting firm and providing strategic guidance for customer growth and market engagement with
insurance carriers, third party administrators, health systems, associations and large employers/Taft
Hartley groups. Concurrent with this position he was also a co-founder of Inventavis, a consulting firm
serving a similar market. His sales experience includes positions as vice president, sales and client
services at POMCO, senior vice president of sales at HealthNow Administrative Services and senior
executive – client development at JLT Services Corporation. 

With Mr. Manzelli’s arrival with AMPS, he and Inventavis co-founder Larry Thompson—who is now the
Chief Strategy Officer and Chief Revenue Officer for AMPS—will externally leverage the acquisition of
Inventavis by AMPS so that AMPS can now fully deploy a healthcare consultancy arm in conjunction
with its already formidable array of high impact, value-added services.

“Cost containment is a hot-button item for everyone in healthcare, but especially for those on the health
insurance side,” said Kirk Fallbacher, CEO, AMPS. “Steve Manzelli brings a deep understanding of the
market and its challenges. He has seen many changes within the industry and knows how to develop
solutions for clients that make sense. We are excited to add his proven expertise and high-energy
approach to our growing team, and furthermore to offer a broad range of customers the consulting
expertise that Inventavis has to offer.” 

AMPS’ addition of Mr. Manzelli follows the continued expansion of its executive team, which recently
added several healthcare and health insurance industry veterans to its leadership group. The addition of
these new experts, who together bring decades of healthcare experience in bending the cost curve of
healthcare, will help AMPS greatly enhance its ability to serve self-funded employer groups,
broker/consultants, reinsurers, third-party administrators, health systems and AHPs.
 
About AMPS

Advanced Medical Pricing Solutions (AMPS) provides market leading healthcare cost containment
services for self-funded employers, public entities, brokers, TPAs, and reinsurers. AMPS mission is to
help clients attain their goals of reducing healthcare costs while keeping members satisfied with quality
healthcare benefits. AMPS leverages 16 years of experience in auditing and pricing medical claims to
deliver “fair for all” pricing both pre-care and post-care. AMPS offers innovative dashboards and
analytics to provide clients with insights based on Plan performance. Visit www.advancedpricing.com.

Top

HM Insurance Group Announces Chris Slezak as New Houston Regional Sales Director

MyHealthGuide Source: HM Insurance Group, 4/17/2020

PITTSBURGH – Chris Slezak has joined HM Insurance Group (HM) as director, Houston Regional
Sales. In this role, he will work to grow and maintain the HM Stop Loss book of business in the
company’s Houston territory, which includes southern Texas and Louisiana. 

Slezak comes to HM after 13 years with OptumHealth, where he served as a regional sales director
responsible for the development and maintenance of new and existing broker and TPA relationships for
stop loss in Texas, Oklahoma and Missouri. He also previously worked as a regional sales manager at
Tokio Marine HCC and has TPA experience from his time at Smith Administrators, where he opened the
Atlanta office and was tasked with building the company’s footprint in that region. Bringing more than 20
years of industry experience to HM, Slezak has a Bachelor of Science degree in Finance from High
Point University.

About HM Insurance Group

HM Insurance Group (HM) works to protect businesses from the potential financial risk associated with
catastrophic health care costs. The company provides reinsurance solutions that address risk situations
confronting employers, providers and payers. A recognized leader in employer stop loss, HM also offers
managed care reinsurance nationally. Through its insurance companies, HM Insurance Group holds
insurance licenses in 50 states and the District of Columbia and maintains sales offices across the
country. Contact Jennifer Mahan, Marketing & Communications Consultant, at
jennifer.mahan@hminsurancegroup.com and visit hmig.com.
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Legislative News

HCAA and SIIA Join Others in Amicus on Davita v Marietta Memorial Hospital Employee Health
Benefit Plan

MyHealthGuide Source: HCAA, 4/6/2020

Case: Davita, Inc. et al (Plaintiffs), v Marietta Memorial Hospital Employee Health Benefit Plan, MedBen,
Marietta Memorial Hospital et al. (Defendants) Case No. 2:18-cv-1739.  Court's 9/20/2019 Document

On December 19, 2018, Davita, Inc. and its subsidiary, DVA Renal Healthcare, Inc., filed the Complaint
against Defendants, a self-funded health plan, its Plan Sponsor and its TPA, MedBen, arguing that the
Plan treats dialysis providers differently than other medical providers in violation of federal law.

Plaintiffs claim that Defendants are required to treat dialysis care providers more favorably than they
currently do, including that they must reimburse these providers at a higher rate. Plaintiffs argue that
Defendants' disfavored treatment of dialysis providers violates the nondiscrimination provisions of the
Medicare Secondary Payer Act ("MSPA"), as well as various provisions of ERISA.

In September of 2019, U.S. District Judge Sarah D. Morrison ruled in favor of the Defendants' Motion
to Dismiss.  Plaintiff Davita appealed.

On April 3, 2020, a Brief of Amici Curiae was filed by Health Care Administrators Association’s (HCAA),
Self-Insurance Institute of America, Inc. (SIIA), Pacific Health Coalition (PHC) and National Labor
Alliance of Health Care Cost Coalitions, Inc. (NLA) supporting the defendants.

Statement of Interest of Amici Curiae (HCAA, SIIA, et al) - Excerpt

Appellant DaVita and amicus Dialysis Patient Citizens (“DPC”) have raised an issue with important
implications for the financial future of Self-Insured Employer Group Health Plans (EGHPs) and the
balance between Medicare and private health coverage in the U.S. health system.

DaVita and DPC assert a novel and unsubstantiated theory (the “DaVita Interpretation”) that Congress
specifically intended 42 U.S.C. § 1395y(b)(1)(C) (the “ESRD Subsection”), a short subsection in the
lengthy collection of statutes and regulations which make up the Medicare Secondary Payor act (“MSP”)
to prohibit discrimination against individuals eligible for Medicare due to end-stage renal disease
(“ESRD”)3 and their need for dialysis (collectively, “Individuals with ESRD”), in order to ensure that
“private insurance” subsidizes dialysis for individuals with Medicare coverage. This theory is wrong on
the law and ignores the fact that Medicare payments more than cover dialysis costs, so that the higher
dialysis charges “private insurance” organizations pay subsidize provider profits, not Medicare
beneficiary care.

At the same time the DaVita Interpretation would be disastrous for private health coverage in general,
and for Self-Insured EGHPs in particular. Two very large dialysis providers powerfully dominate the
market and use their domination to inflate charges to “private insurance” (commercial insurers and Self-
Insured EGHPs). But private plans don’t only cover dialysis; they cover a wide range of benefits from
wellness visits and vaccinations, to daily treatment for chronic conditions such as diabetes, to prenatal
and natal care from the most routine to the most complex, to surgery and other care for catastrophic
conditions such as heart attack and cancer. 

The assertion that Congress intended the ESRD Subsection to subsidize dialysis for Medicare
beneficiaries is further belied by the fact that Medicare is designed to cover all costs of dialysis for
Medicare beneficiaries, while allowing efficient providers to generate reasonable profits. The Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”) determines Medicare dialysis payment rates in an annual rule-
making process that includes detailed reports on the adequacy of funding and the availability of and
quality of care provided by dialysis facilities.

This process addresses the adequacy of Medicare payments and any necessary corrections. CMS’ most
recent (2018) determination was that a payment of $239 per treatment ($35,348 annually, subject to
certain adjustments) is sufficient to cover provider costs, allowing reasonable profits for efficient
providers, and this is what Medicare pays.

The rates dialysis providers seek from commercial insurers and Self-Insured EGHPs are far higher. This
is because the dialysis market is dominated by two large public companies, DaVita and Fresenius
Medical Care (“Fresenius”) (usually referred to as the “large dialysis organizations” or “LDOs”), which
can inflate their charges to Self-Insured EGHPs to the range of $5,000 per treatment ($780,000
annually) or higher. Payments exceeding the Medicare rate go straight to LDOs’ bottom lines and make
them highly profitable,5 but their uncontrolled charges are so high many Self-Insured EGHPs cannot
afford them.

Adoption of the DaVita Interpretation would prohibit Self-Insured EGHPs from controlling LDO charges,
giving LDOs windfall profits while driving Self-Insured EGHPs out of the market, with the result that
Individuals with ESRD who once had or could have had Self-Insured EGHP coverage could simply enroll
in Medicare as their only coverage, and everyone else who lost coverage would have to find another
employer offering health benefits, or enroll in individual coverage, if they could.

Finally, adoption of the DaVita Interpretation would be precedent for the same interpretation of the MSP
for individuals entitled to Medicare due to age or disability. This would have wide-ranging consequences
across the U.S. health funding system far beyond the ability of amici, DPC, or DaVita, to anticipate.

Amici therefore respectfully request that the Court decline to adopt the DaVita Interpretation, and affirm
the trial court’s dismissal.

Top

Medical News

High Glomerular Hyperfiltration Linked to Increased Cardiovascular Risk

MyHealthGuide Source: Marie-Eve Dupuis, MD, et al, 4/10/2020, JAMA Network

Glomerular hyperfiltration is linked with increased cardiovascular risk in middle-aged healthy individuals.

This population-based cohort study composed of 9515 healthy individuals aged 40 to 69 years without
hypertension, estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m2.  Enrollment took
place from August 2009 to October 2010, with follow-up available through March 31, 2016. Analysis of
the data took place in October 2019.

The main outcomes researched monitored were composite of cardiovascular mortality, myocardial
infarction, unstable angina, heart failure, stroke, and transient ischemic attack. Risk of adverse
cardiovascular events was assessed using Cox and fractional polynomial regressions and propensity
score matching.

Study findings

Of the 9515 healthy participants, 4050 [42.6%] were male.

Among these, 473 had glomerular hyperfiltration (eGFR) of 112 mL/min/1.73 m2 and 4761 had a
normal filtration rate (eGFR), 92 mL/min/1.73 m2.

Compared with the normal filtration rate, glomerular hyperfiltration was associated with an 88%
increased cardiovascular risk.

About Estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR)

Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is a measure of the function of the kidneys. This test measures the level
of creatinine in the blood and uses the result in a formula to calculate a number that reflects how well the
kidneys are functioning, called the estimated GFR or eGFR.
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Recurring Resources

Medical Stop-Loss Providers Ranked by 2018 Annual Premium

Source: MyHealthGuide

The Stop-loss Premium Ranking tables reflect Direct Earned Premium from the "Accident and Health
Policy Experience Exhibit" ("Supplemental Pages, Insurance Expense Exhibit” section) of publicly
available Statutory Reports filed annually by each insurance carrier. 

2018 Stop-loss Premium Ranking (updated 5/25/2019) Total: $20.2 Billion

2017 Stop-loss Premium Ranking (updated 12/31/2018) Total: $17.0 Billion

2016 Stop-loss Premium Ranking (updated 12/23/2018) Total: $15.6 Billion
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Upcoming Conferences

April 21-22, 2020
CANCELED - Washington, DC Fly-In (Meet Your Members of Congress) presented by The Self-
Insurance Institute of America. Washington, DC.

April 22, 2020 - Webinar 2:00pm EDT
Florida - State of Affairs with Reference Based Pricing presented by Advanced Medical Pricing Solutions
(AMPS). During these uncertain times, it is important to hear from industry experts about the need to
maximize savings with the least amount of member disruption through better communication, data
analytics, and care navigation. Join AMPS as we discuss Reference Based Pricing as a healthcare
management solution for Employers. Presenters: Art Hoath, Senior Vice President, Sales and Mike
Marsau, Vice President, Business Development, AMPS. Information and Registration.

April 22, 2020 - Webinar 10:00AM CST
Nashville Brokers - Next Generation of Reference Based Pricing presented by AMPS, Trustmark and
Evolution Health.  Speakers: John Powers, EVP, Executive Sales, AMPS and Mike Marsau, VP,
Regional Sales, Southeast.  Key takeaways from this 30-minute webinar include: 1. How to offer a
national carrier PPO alongside of AMPS RBP solution; 2. The "Winning Combination" - INTEGRATION
between RBP Vendor and TPA; 3. Using RBP to win new business, retain existing clients, create
consumerism and increase member satisfaction.  Information and Registration. 

April 23, 2020 - Webinar 1pm EDT
Reasons for Optimism presented by The Phia Group. Together we are all enduring common trials. It is
certainly one of the most difficult periods in our history – as an industry and as Americans; and yet,
opportunities exist. Both presently, and heading down the pike, there are reasons for optimism. Join The
Phia Group as they discuss the many GOOD and POSITIVE things that have both improved our industry
since the end of 2019, and that are on the way. We will discuss opportunities that exist now, that are
forthcoming, and why we foresee YOU flourishing post-COVID-19.  Webinar registration Link.

CANCELED - May 5-6, 2020
InstaMed Healthcare Payments Summit 2020 presented by InstaMed, a J.P. Morgan company. Keynote
speaker is Billie Jean King. Payers, providers and healthcare IT systems of all sizes from across the
country are invited.  Discussion will foster collaboration across all healthcare stakeholders to improve the
convenience, efficiency and security of healthcare payments.  Westin Hotel, Philadelphia.  Registration
and information.

CANCELED - May 12-14, 2020
Self-Insured Workers’ Compensation Executive Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of
America. Renaissance Cincinnati Downtown Hotel. Cincinnati, OH. Information & Registration.

RESCHEDULED - May 12-15, 2020 to October 5-8, 2020
WLT Software Client Conference 2020.  Clearwater Beach Marriott Suites on Sand Key, Clearwater,
Florida.  Contact Joe Torina, Marketing Director / Business Partner Development, WLT, at
jtorina@wltsoftware.com.

CANCELED - June 9-11, 2020
7th Annual AMS Claims Symposium presented by Advanced Medical Strategies (AMS).  The
Symposium will commence with the Predict Suite Member Workshop.  Wentworth by the Sea in New
Castle, New Hampshire.  Contact Stephanie Belschner, Vice President of Client Relations, at
stephanie@mdstrat.com and 781-224-9711.

June 25-26, 2020
2020 Onsite Employee Health Clinics Forum p presented by World Conference Forum.  The Largest
Attended Event on Onsite Employee Health & Wellness Clinics! Building & expanding onsite health &
wellness clinics that incorporate strategies to reduce costs, ensure employee satisfaction and positively
impact patient behavior. Swissotel Chicago, IL.  .

July 13-15, 2020
HCAA TPA Summit 2020 presented by Healthcare Administrators of American (HCAA).  St. Louis.
Information

July 14-16, 2020
Annual Conference of The Montana Captive Insurance Association.  The program will feature key
captive regulators, captive owners and leading service providers addressing a variety of timely
educational topics. The conference also serves as the premier networking event for those doing captive
insurance business (or would like to) in the growing Montana captive domicile. For companies interested
in promoting their corporate brand at the conference, there are sponsorship opportunities now available.
For immediate sponsorship assistance, please contact Shane Byars at 866/388-6242, or via e-mail at
sbyars@mtcaptives.org.  The Lodge at Whitefish. Whitefish, MT.  Information and Registration.

September 16-18, 2020
SPBA Fall Meeting (members only). San Antonio, TX. Society of Professional Benefit Administrators
(SPBA). wwww.SPBATPA.org

September, 2020 (Tentative)
International Conference presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America.  Watch for date and
location details to be announced soon.

September 24-25, 2020
8th Annual NAWHC Forum Creating and Expanding the Value of Worksite Health Centers presented by
National Association of Worksite Health Centers. Chicago.  Information and Registration.

October 5-8, 2020
WLT Software Client Conference 2020.  Clearwater Beach Marriott Suites on Sand Key, Clearwater,
Florida.  Contact Joe Torina, Marketing Director / Business Partner Development, WLT, at
jtorina@wltsoftware.com. 

October 11-13, 2020
National Conference & Expo presented by Self-Insurance Institute of America. JW Marriott Desert Ridge
Resort & Spa.  Phoenix, AZ.  Registration will be open in April. Information & Registration.
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February 8-10, 2021
HCAA's Executive Forum 2021 presented by Health Care Administrators Association, Bellagio, Las
Vegas, NV

July 19-20, 2021
HCAA's TPA Summit 2021 presented by Health Care Administrators Association, Hyatt Regency, Dallas,
TX

October 3-5, 2021
National Conference & Expo presented by Self-Insurance Institute of America. Austin, TX.  
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February 21-23, 2022
HCAA's Executive Forum 2022 presented by Health Care Administrators Association, Bellagio, Las
Vegas

July 18-19, 2022
HCAA's TPA Summit 2022 presented by Health Care Administrators Association, Hyatt Regency, St.
Louis
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July 17-18, 2023
HCAA's TPA Summit 2023 presented by Health Care Administrators Association. Hyatt Regency, Dallas
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Job News (Listings are generally published for 1 month)

Berkley Accident and Health Seeks Sr. Stop Loss Underwriter

MyHealthGuide Source: Berkley Accident and Health, 4/13/2020

Position: Sr. Stop Loss Underwriter
Location: Hamilton, NJ; Marlborough, MA; Souderton, PA; or work remotely 
View job description and apply online.

Responsibilities

Berkley Accident and Health is seeking a full time Senior Stop Loss Underwriter for the EmCap
Employer Group. This position is a great fit for an experienced ESL underwriter with a minimum of 10
years of experience. The selected candidate will underwrite, evaluate risk, make clinical evaluations in
conjunction with clinical staff, and build and maintain profitability on an assigned block of new and
renewal business in an assigned territory. The role can be based in Hamilton, NJ; Marlborough MA;
Souderton PA; or REMOTE.

Specific duties and responsibilities include but are not limited to:

Use knowledge of Stop Loss market to build and maintain a profitable book of business

Review, evaluate, underwrite and quote employer stop loss risks within assigned letter of authority

Conduct medical underwriting and claimant risk assessment

Drive sales and underwriting for specified territory while maintaining profitability

Mentor and train lesser experienced Underwriters

Work collaboratively with assigned sales representatives and account managers to develop and
grow territory

Manage, maintain and handle territorial assignments

Accurately and thoroughly document files and record underwriting thought processes, manage
sold case preparation and issuance of applications

Qualifications

Minimum of a bachelor’s degree or demonstrated experience

Minimum of 10 years of STOP LOSS underwriting experience

Previous experience underwriting Captive Programs a plus

Experience and knowledge of DY Underwriting System preferred

Comprehensive knowledge of available employer Stop Loss products, including contract terms
and RFP data interpretation

Proven track record of developing, managing and underwriting a profitable block of business

Strong mathematical background

Ability to handle large volumes of work efficiently and accurately

Excellent communication and negotiation skills with internal and external customers

Ability to work independently and within a team environment

Strong organizational, planning, and time management skills

Creativity and problem solving skills a plus

Mentoring/Training experience a plus

Other Open Positions 

We also are seeking candidates for Account Executive, Underwriting Associate, Premium Accountant,
and Claims Analyst positions. View all of our open positions here.

About Berkley Accident and Health

Berkley Accident and Health empowers our clients with innovative solutions and services that make
health care more affordable and improve the health and well-being of those we serve. We protect
companies and organizations from catastrophic health events with our business insurance solutions:
Employer Stop Loss, Group Captives, Managed Care, and Specialty Accident. Our insurance products
are underwritten by Berkley Life and Health Insurance Company, rated A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best and
selected as a Ward’s 50 top-performing insurer for safety and consistency.

Berkley Accident and Health is a Berkley Company® and a part of W. R. Berkley Corporation, a Fortune
500® company and a member of Forbes’ America’s Best Employers list. Berkley Accident and Health
has primary offices in Hamilton Square, NJ and Marlborough, MA and satellite offices nationwide. Visit
www.BerkleyAH.com.
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FullscopeRMS Seeks Director, Business Development

MyHealthGuide Source: FullscopeRMS, 4/13/2020

The FullscopeRMS (an affiliate of Sun Life) team is expanding and looking to add an additional Director
of Business Development to help support our continued strong growth. Please check out the attached
link for more details.  Click here for full details.

Position: Director, Business Development - FullscopeRMS
Locations: Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts; Windsor, CT Office; Kansas City, MO Office; DRMS, South
Portland, ME



Portland, ME

You are as unique as your background, experience and point of view. Here, you’ll be encouraged,
empowered and challenged to be your best self. You'll work with dynamic colleagues - experts in their
fields - who are eager to share their knowledge with you. Your leaders will inspire and help you reach
your potential and soar to new heights. Every day, you'll have new and exciting opportunities to make life
brighter for our Clients - who are at the heart of everything we do. Discover how you can make a
difference in the lives of individuals, families and communities around the world.

Job Description 

FullscopeRMS helps health plans and other insurance companies bring new products to market and
expand their current business. We offer turnkey solutions in stop-loss, disability, life, absence
management and supplemental health, providing a full range of services including product development,
underwriting, risk management, claims administration, distribution training and more.

Summary

The Director, Business Development works in collaboration with the Business Development team on the
prospecting and acquisition of new business opportunities. This includes prospecting and presentation of
new business opportunities as well as negotiations with prospective clients to achieve profitable growth
within FullscopeRMS key strategies. 

Responsibilities

Find and negotiate new partner relationships with ancillary and health insurance carriers for all
FullscopeRMS businesses including Stop Loss, Disability, Life, Supplemental Health, Absence
Management services. This includes prospecting and presenting new business opportunities of
new client companies

Achieving FullscopeRMS new client targets and reinsurance premium sales goals

Develop and enhance the reputation of FullscopeRMS in the market through visiting insurance
carrier, health plan and reinsurance brokerage companies and attending industry conferences

Research new market opportunities for FullscopeRMS with high profit potential

Regular ongoing prospecting for new business using database and Salesforce as a tool for activity

Ensure ongoing contacts with prospective companies to promote FullscopeRMS reinsurance
services

Conduct continuous research of FullscopeRMS’ primary reinsurance competitors

Prepare reviews/summations of targeted insurers through their company websites, AM Best and
other related sources

Research new market opportunities for FullscopeRMS utilizing a variety of resources including the
LinkedIn, inforce database,

Group Marketshare and client results

Transitioning of new business partner to client management

Develop new business opportunities including facilitating the prospecting, presentation and
implementation of necessary tasks within short timeframes

Partner with each client to create and achieve a focused business plan that achieves our shared
growth and profit objectives

Partner with teams from each FullscopeRMS vertical to develop and communicate lists of
prospects and plans to approach each one

Understand and effectively communicate the FullscopeRMS value proposition to prospects and
clients

Prepare effective written communications to prospects and clients including business plans, follow
up correspondence, proposals, and RFI/RFP responses

Maintain ongoing contact with high level decision makers for all sold business to maintain
relationships; Transition day-to-day client relationship management to designated Client Service
Manager

Ensure business development area consistently updates the SalesForce system, Prospect List
and Next Steps report for assigned prospects weekly

Maintain satisfactory productivity and ensure that FullscopeRMS’ resources are used effectively
on those prospects with optimal potential for growth and profitability

Other duties and responsibilities as assigned

Requirements and Qualifications

7-10 years of health plan, employee benefits and/or reinsurance industry experience required,
health plan and/or reinsurance experience preferred

Significant industry knowledge across Health Care, Stop Loss, Group, Voluntary and Dental lines

In-depth understanding of the various aspects of Group insurance organizations including;
underwriting, claims, finance, actuarial, IT and account management

Strong industry reputation and proven ability to work effectively with CEO and CFO level at
insurance carriers; existing industry contacts and relationships with reinsurance brokers and
industry leaders

Proven success in selling business to business services and a well-established network

Sales and new business acquisition experience including proven sales and marketing skill

Acts quickly and decisively to maximize growth opportunities in the marketplace; adapts quickly to
new challenges

Superior interpersonal and communication skills (written and verbal); excellent presentation skills,
persuasion and negotiation skills

Must be creative in listening to the needs of clients and be able to meet the needs of the clients in
a way that may vary from the standard business model

Demonstrated critical thinking, problem solving, analytical and decisions making skills

Proven ability to think and act strategically, taking into account the larger picture and building long-
term plans

Ability to think expansively about internal/external dynamics and their impact on the business;
adept at developing, leading and executing multiple opportunities.

Ability to initiate and prioritize regular work duties and projects; strong attention to detail; excellent
project and time management skills

Self motivated with the ability to handle multiple priorities with minimal supervision

Ability to work professionally and effectively with co-workers, clients, claimants, vendors and
others with whom FullscopeRMS does business

Ability to travel 35% - 50%

About Sun Life

Sun Life Financial is a leading provider of group insurance benefits in the U.S., helping people protect
what they love about their lives. More than just a name, Sun Life symbolizes our brand promise of
making life brighter -for our customers, partners, and communities. Join our talented, diverse workforce
and launch a rewarding career. Visit us at www.sunlife.com/us to learn more.
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The Phia Group Open Positions

MyHealthGuide Source: The Phia Group, 4/13/2019

The Phia Group has a variety of open positions that can be viewed by clicking here. Contact us at
jobs@phiagroup.com for employment questions.

About The Phia Group

The Phia Group, LLC, headquartered in Braintree, Massachusetts, is an experienced provider of health
care cost containment techniques offering comprehensive claims recovery, plan document and
consulting services designed to control health care costs and protect plan assets. By providing industry
leading consultation, plan drafting, subrogation and other cost containment solutions, The Phia Group is
truly Empowering Plans. Visit www.PhiaGroup.com.
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Anthem Seeks Claims Auditor II or Sr

MyHealthGuide Source: Anthem, 4/6/2020

Your Talent. Our Vision. At Anthem, Inc., it’s a powerful combination, and the foundation upon which
we’re creating greater access to care for our members, greater value for our customers, and greater
health for our communities. Join us and together we will drive the future of health care.

This is an exceptional opportunity to do innovative work that means more to you and those we serve at
one of America's leading health benefits companies and a Fortune Top 50 Company.

Position: Claims Auditor II or Sr.

Location: Minnetonka, MN. The selected candidate can work from home and can reside anywhere.

Claims Auditor II

This role is responsible for pre and post payment and adjudication audits of high dollar claims across
multiple lines of business, claim types and products including specialized claims within Service
Experience. Works independently and without significant guidance.

Primary duties may include, but are not limited to:

Performs audits of and may adjudicate high dollar claims while maintaining acceptable levels of
claims inventory and age.

Ensures claim payment accuracy by verifying various aspects of the claim including eligibility,
system coding and pricing, pre-authorization, and medical necessity.

Contacts others to obtain any necessary information.

Completes and maintains detailed documentation of audit which includes decision methodology,
system or processing errors, and monetary discrepancies which are used for financial reporting
and trending analysis.

Provides feedback on claims processing errors; identifies quality improvement opportunities and
initiates basic and complex system requests related to coding or system issues.

Refers overpayment opportunities to Recovery Team.

Independently interprets Medical Policy and Clinical Guidelines.

Claims Auditor Sr.

This role is responsible for pre and post payment and adjudication audits of high dollar claims across
multiple lines of business, claim types and products including complex specialized claims within Service
Experience. Serves as the subject matter expert for the unit.

Primary duties may include, but are not limited to:

Performs audits of and may adjudicate complex high dollar claims while maintaining acceptable
levels of claims inventory and age.

Ensures claim payment accuracy by verifying various aspects of the claim including eligibility,
system coding and pricing, pre-authorization, and medical necessity.

Contacts others to obtain any necessary information.

Completes and maintains detailed documentation of audit which includes decision methodology,
system or processing errors, and monetary discrepancies which are used for financial reporting
and trending analysis.

Provides feedback on claims processing errors; identifies quality improvement opportunities and
initiates complex system requests related to coding or system issues.

Refers overpayment opportunities to Recovery Team.

Serves as a subject matter expert for Policy and Clinical Guidelines.

Associates at this level serve as a mentor and resource to other audit staff.

Qualifications:

Claims Auditor II

Must possess strong research and problem solving skills.

Requires a High School diploma or GED;

5+ years of claims processing experience including a minimum of 1 year related experience in a
quality audit capacity (preferably in healthcare or insurance sector) with consistent above target
performance;

Working knowledge of insurance industry and medical terminology;

Detailed knowledge of relevant systems and proven understanding of processing principles,
techniques and guidelines;

Ability to acquire and perform progressively more complex skills and tasks in a production
environment

Or any combination of education and experience which would provide an equivalent background.

Claims Auditor Sr.

Must possess strong research and problem solving skills.

Requires a high school diploma or GED;

4+ years related experience in a quality audit capacity (preferably in healthcare or insurance
sector) with consistent above target performance;

Working knowledge of insurance industry and medical terminology;

Detailed knowledge of relevant systems and proven understanding of processing principles,
techniques and guidelines;

Ability to acquire and perform progressively more complex skills and tasks in a production
environment

Any combination of education and experience which would provide an equivalent background.

BA/BS degree or RN preferred.

If you are interested please apply directly on our website using the following link:
https://careers.antheminc.com/jobs/claims-auditor-ii-sr-minnetonka-mn-ps33137-50116

About Anthem

Anthem, Inc. is ranked as one of America’s Most Admired Companies among health insurers by Fortune
magazine and is a 2018 DiversityInc magazine Top 50 Company for Diversity. To learn more about our
company and apply, please visit us at careers.antheminc.com. An Equal Opportunity
Employer/Disability/Veteran.
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Editorial Notes, Disclaimers & Disclosures

Articles are edited for length and clarity.

Articles are selected based on relevance and diversity.

No content in this Newsletter should be construed as legal advice. All legal questions should be
directed to your own personal or corporate legal resource.

Internet links are tested at the time of publication.  However, links change or expire often.

Articles do not necessarily reflect views held by the Publisher.

Should you stop receiving the Newsletter, here are some items to check:

•  Is the Newsletter email in your junk or spam folder?
•  Have your IT team "whitelist" sender (Clevenger@MyHealthGuide.com)
•  Provide another email address.
•  Access the Newsletter online at www.MyHealthGuide.com/news.htm.

Our email servers inactivate an account (email address) after three successive failed attempts to
deliver the Newsletter. Failures to deliver occur when your email server "bounces" our Newsletter
because your server views our email as spam because of anatomical terms often referenced in
our "Medical News" section and for other reasons.
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